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so many people over the world hungry/' The unanimous answer
was: "Yes."
The seventh day: The lunch menu is selected. After great delib-
eration the group decided upon a menu which consisted of tomato
juice and crackers from their mid-morning lunch allotment, ome-
let, and spinach. The vote for spinach was unanimous. Each
"family" group studied the recipes, urged by the teachers to plan
each one's jobs more carefully than before. A rough time sched-
ule for each part of the preparation was worked out and discussed
by the entire class.
The eighth day: The lunch is prepared. The following morning
the lunch was prepared. (Plenty of time must be allowed for
laboratory experiences for children of this age. Critical thinking,
careful execution of plans, and emotional satisfaction from tasks
well done and well-prepared food enjoyed cannot result from work
hurried too greatly.) This experience required two hours. Prep-
arations were begun before the morning play period, interrupted
for a short recess, then completed in time for the lunch to be
served at 11:30.
The ninth day: Evaluation takes place and new plans evolve.
General satisfaction was expressed by all despite the recognition
of shortcomings. Comments showed thought. "We all eat every-
thing." "We forgot to salt our spinach but it was good." Weak-
nesses in group management were aired. One group thought they
had not cleaned up their kitchen "good enough/* and talked over
how it might be done better another time. Suddenly Janet said:
"We should make a dessert; we didn't finish the meal/* The
teachers thought they might extend the experiences one week
longer, and asked for suggestions as to the kind of dessert that
would complete their lunch. Janet thought it might be a milk
dessert because they had not had milk with the lunch. After
several desserts made with milk had been named, lemon-orange
sherbet was selected to be made in the last lessons of the series.
Concluding experiences. Planning proceeded as in the other
lessons. Each group made and packed one quart of lemon-orange
sherbet, letting it ripen until after the lunch hour. Every child
returned from his lunch in time to have dessert served nicely at
the tables. The sherbet was judged "just right" by all. The clean-
up was handled with such despatch that a visitor in the class
exclaimed over the manual dexterity and sustained attention of

